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Beyond traditional military supplies, international buyers also require:

• Critical national infrastructure protection
• Cyber security
• Policing and counter-terrorism
• Border and major event security
• Consultancy, training and risk analysis

International Opportunity

“2020/21 Global Defence spend will exceed $2 Trillion”

www.dcicontracts.com



• US DoD contract award > UK supply chain
• BAE Systems to provide Identification Friend-or-Foe 

Technology for E-2D Hawkeye
• BAE Systems has 20,000 strong supply chain

International Opportunity

• BAE Systems UK supply chain spend across UK

www.dcicontracts.com



BMT REMBRANDT simulators awarded contract in 
Indonesia 

Philippine Army to acquire WFEL'S dry support bridges
> UK supply chain

International Opportunity

• Babcock International secures contract to 
support the Irish Naval Service > UK supply chain

www.dcicontracts.com



Early Engagement – The Benefits
www.dcicontracts.com

• Plan resource well in advance of contract publication

• Anticipate potential challenges

• Give time to understand the market and competitors

• Provide a competitive edge and understand your USPs

• Network and relationship build with buyers

• Influence requirements before contract publication

• Shape contracts and specifications

• Educate the buyer on your products and services!



Defence Contracts International (DCI)
www.dcicontracts.com

• Market Leads

• Frameworks

• Dynamic Purchasing Systems

• Spend Analysis

• Market Intelligence

• Archive Data

• Bid Manager

• Commercial Projects

• Procurement Consultancy



Market Leads
www.dcicontracts.com

“Market Leads is a powerful tool that gives you instant visibility of potential private sector leads, public
sector framework opportunities and pipeline contracts long before they’ve even been tendered.”



Frameworks
www.dcicontracts.com

“Find new framework contracts and explore active framework agreements to gain key insight to help
with business growth and competitor strategies.”



Dynamic Purchasing Systems
www.dcicontracts.com

“With innovation at our core, DCI is an early adopter of highlighting DPS opportunities for suppliers.
DPS work in a similar fashion to the traditional framework agreements but are essentially always open
for suppliers to join (or leave) as they wish.”



Archive Data
www.dcicontracts.com

“Business decisions are reached through understanding not only the current marketplace, but what has
gone before, which is why we provide historical contract notices, awards, PINs, frameworks and
renewal information for you to analyse and use to your advantage.”

• DCI’s data archive is unrivalled in the marketplace

• Analyse the past

• Predict the future

• Engage earlier

• Win more business…



Spend Analysis
www.dcicontracts.com

“Spend Analysis collates and publishes all UK defence sector and English public sector spend data in line
with the Government’s Transparency Agenda, which requires UK local and central government to
publish details of all transactions over £500 and £25,000 respectively.”



Spend Analysis
www.dcicontracts.com

You can search through the spend data by Buyer, Supplier, Industry Sector, or region. So if you need to
know what buyer is spending the most money in your industry sector and in what region, then this is
the tool to help you.



Bid Manager
www.dcicontracts.com

“Bid Manager is designed to make your public sector tendering process more efficient. The tool allows
you to create bids for any tender notices of interest and manage these through to completion. Bid
Manager is incorporated into the DCI solution, yet allows you to Securely invite third parties as part of
your bid process.”



Global Contracts & Award Data
www.dcicontracts.com

“DCI’s Contract Alerts service provides you with access to more tender opportunities and awards notices
than anyone else in Europe, providing you with all you need to find, bid for and win public and private
sector business.”



Thank You

Come and chat to us over at the Defence 
Market Engagement Hub

W: www.dcicontracts.com

T: 0141 270 7356

E: scott.zonfrillo@bipsolutions.com

http://www.dcicontracts.com/




Improving people’s lives.

How to value social outcomes –
reflections from a practitioner

John Edwards, Social Value Practitioner
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Costain at DPRTE 2021
For over 150 years, Costain has been delivering projects that improve people’s lives

Our purpose is to 

improve people’s lives

Delivering social, economic 

and environmental value to 

society through the solutions 

we offer

Long term 

strategic partners

We co-create the best 

solutions and increase 

the impact from 

investment decisions

Leading edge social value

Using digital solutions to 

enhance the delivery and 

measurement of social value

19

London Bridge 

redevelopment

HS2 Smart 

motorways 

Anglian Water Strategic 

Pipeline Alliance

Thames 

water

Dreadnought 

Alliance

AWE Cdbb National 

Digital Twin



“
“

One of the 

Government's 

overriding priorities 

is ‘the ability of the 

British people to 

enjoy a high level

of economic and 

social wellbeing’



Our social value journey
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An evolution 

Sellafield EVAP D

2007

2008

2010 2011

2005

Porth relief road

2014 2019

2016

2011

Church village

bypass

Peacehaven

wwtw Crossrail
A14 Cambridge to 

Huntingdon project

London Bridge Station 

redevelopment
Tideway HS2



The ‘Breaking Barriers programme’ 

• 107 carefully selected young people have participated on the 

programme and a long term sustained relationship has been developed 

with 7 local schools

• 87% of Harris Academy Bermondsey felt the programme had 

significantly improved their life skills

• 71% felt the programme had significantly improved their understanding 

of career options and pathways

• 100% of participants would recommend ‘Breaking Barriers’ to a friend

• 10 work experience placements have taken place

• Participants were 79% female and 72% BAME

22

Social value in practice – the positive impact
Client need: Engaging with young people locally, raising their 
aspirations and connecting them with STEM careers



£115.5m* social and local value added
through activity including:

• 2,182 hours to help young people into work

• 1,891 hours for schools and college visits 
and mentoring

• 5,659 weeks of apprenticeships

• 426 direct local employees

• 783 local supply chain people

23

Social value in practice – the positive impact
Client need: “Skills, employment and education is central to the success of HS2 – we 
must ensure that we have the people with the skills we need to deliver on time and on 
budget and just as importantly, to leave a lasting legacy of a more diverse and better 
skilled workforce.” Kate Myers, Head of Skills, Employment and Education, HS2     

*Independently verified by the Social Value Portal



Technical insights into
the government’s new social 
value model

24

Costain evidence submission to the Treasury 



Options to 

design

Outcomes at all phases
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Social value opportunity

*Not to scale, for Illustrative purposes only.

Delivery

O & M

Intrinsic and 

extrinsic Societal 

benefits from the 

asset 

Intrinsic benefits are 

maximised early in the 

project cycle 

Both Intrinsic and 

extrinsic benefits 

potentially deliver 

outcomes through 

the life of the 

project.  



Local needs assessment

Think impact, not input 

An approach to maximise outcomes

Creating jobs for local people

Creating new jobs

Community volunteering
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Creating jobs for NEETs (inc ex-offenders)

Spending £s with SMEs and social enterprises

Scheme design maximises social value
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The Intelligent Infrastructure Control Centre (IICC)

Using digital to visualise social value



Social value assessment tool

How to plan your journey…

Step 1

Who will benefit from your 

programme? Who else 

could benefit?

Step 2

What positive or negative 

outcomes will stakeholders 

experience? Ask stakeholders, 

not just shareholders.

Step 3

What data can you gather 

through your programme

that indicates change in 

stakeholder outcomes?

Step 4

Ask stakeholders - How long 

is the impact going to last? 

Would this have happened 

anyway? How much was as

a result of your

action?

Step 5

Use value map to monetise 

outcomes and determine 

materiality. Analyse what inputs 

maximise social value.

Step 6

Check your findings with 

stakeholders and look for 

areas of improvement.

Define
scope and 

identify 
stakeholders

Mapping 
outcomes

Evidencing 
outcomes 
and giving 

them a value

Establishing 
impact

Calculate 
SROI

Present 
results to 

stakeholders 
and verify



Your journey begins today

1. Social value needs to be at the heart of 
every business in the supply chain

2. We can build on the ‘good’ we already do 
through working collaboratively

3. Engage with stakeholders as early as 
possible to maximise your social impact.

Visit us at stand 38 for

more information and to

speak to our experts





LOCKHEED MARTIN

Nigel Strutt 

Director Supply Chain Policy Governance & Operations 

Doing Business with

Lockheed Martin



LOCKHEED MARTIN 32

The Corporation

114,000
EMPLOYEES

54,000
ENGINEERS

SCIENTISTS AND IT

PROFFESIONALS

375+
FACILITIES

WORLDWDE

WE OPERATE IN

54
NATIONS &

TERRITORIES

$65.4
BILLION

2020 SALES



LOCKHEED MARTIN 33

The Corporation – Business Structure

Aeronautics
Rotary & Mission 

Systems
Space 

Missiles 

& Fire Control



LOCKHEED MARTIN 34

Key Products and Platforms

Aeronautics

C-130J

F-35

Rotary & Mission Systems

CROWSNEST & MERLIN
CYBER

NAVIGATION RADAR & 

COMPASS

TRAINING & 

LOGISTICS

Space 

TRIDENT IN-SERVICE 

SUPPORT

UK SPACE LAUNCH

Missiles & Fire Control

APACHE SUSTAINMENT

AJAX WEAPONS

BATTLESPACE 

MANAGEMENT



LOCKHEED MARTIN 35

Our Supply Chain At A Glance

15,800+

SUPPLIERS ACROSS

64 COUNTRIES

46% MANUFACTURER

25% SERVICE

13% DISTRIBUTOR

16% OTHER

4,000+
SUPPLY CHAIN PROFESSIONALS

7% & GROWING
INTERNATIONAL 

SUPPLIER FOOTPRINT

Lockheed Martin’s UK Supply Base

We work with~ 1000 UK Suppliers

~80% are SME’s

UK Largest International 

Supplier Community

EXCEPTIONAL

Small Business

Performance
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Country / Regional Footprint

Culdrose
RMS

Clyde
Strategic Systems

HELENSBURGH 

COULPORT

FASLANE

Gloucester
RMS

AVON

Warminster 
& Westbury

RMS

CATT TS

JAMES

SARTS

AJAX

Yeovil
RMS

IMOS

BristolASCENT

STRATEGIC SYSTEMS

Plymouth
Strategic Systems Whiteley

Enterprise Operations

Havant
RMS

MERLIN & CROWSNEST

POSTAL

NRP & NCP

RAF Marham
Aero
RMS

F-35

RAF Brize Norton
RMS

HIOS

Ampthill & Nuneaton
MFC
Space

LEAPP

AJAX

WCSP

RAF Cranwell & 
RAF Barkston-Heath

ASCENT

RAF ValleyASCENT

RAF ShawburyASCENT

IMOS

Barrow-in-Furness
Strategic Systems

London
LMUK
LM Europe

CORPORATE

RAF Odiham
RMS

CHINOOK

Harwell
Space

RAF Waddington C6ISR
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Qualities Prime Contractors Seek
In New Suppliers

Understand where you fit in the Supply Network

Experience with Lockheed Martin or other Prime

Experience in one of our sectors/ industries

How do you disrupt incumbents

Quality certifications (ISO9001)

Cybersecurity readiness (CES)

Security clearances

Technology unique to their company, patented

Supplier Code of Conduct



LOCKHEED MARTIN 38

1

2

3

4

5

6

6 Steps To Market to Lockheed Martin

Do your Homework and Identify a Target

Review Lockheed Martin UK Website

Immediate Needs Bulletin Board

Meet Influencers Trade Shows, etc

Defense Sourcing Portal

Bring Opportunities to Lockheed Martin

https://www.lockheedmartin.com/en-us/supplier-diversity.html



LOCKHEED MARTIN 39

Contact Suggestions

US Opportunities

https://www.lockheedmartin.com/en-us/supplier.html

US Opportunities

https://www.lockheedmartin.com/en-gb/supplier.html

e-mail:

nigel.strutt@lmco.com







USING ESG TO 
IDENTIFY RISK 
AND DEVELOP 
POSITIVE IMPACT

Standards, performance, 
benchmarks

Christian Marsden

Head of Public Sector Services, Dun & Bradstreet

October 5th,2021



ESG HAS EMERGED AS MAINSTREAM DATA

Increase in UN PRI signatories and AUM

Source: UN PRI (2021)

ESG funds outperformed during COVID recession
ESG data has matured and proven to be both 

valuable and useful by investors, creditors, 

insurers, companies, regulators and other 

stakeholders. 

Dun & Bradstreet's ESG Capability COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL 43



Corporate supply chains are bigger and more complex than ever before. Open markets 
have enabled companies to source materials and outsource production to suppliers in 
across the globe.

-9.6%
Average sales growth of public 

companies with poor ESG ratings

16%
Average sales growth of public 

companies with good ESG ratings
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G 64%

83%
of Millennials would be more loyal to a 

company that helps contribute to ESG. 

of Millennials won’t take a job if 

their employee doesn’t have a 

strong CSR policy

The Cone Communications Millennial Employee StudyDun & Bradstreet 2020 ESG Study

ESG RISKS AND REWARDS

https://www.conecomm.com/research-blog/2016-millennial-employee-engagement-study


WHAT IS

ESG DATA?

ENVIRONMENTAL SOCIAL GOVERNANCE

Natural 
Resources

• Energy Management

• Water Management

• Materials Sourcing & 
Management

• Waste & Hazards 
Management

• Land Use and 
Biodiversity

• Pollution Prevention & 
Management

GHG 
Emissions 
& Climate

• GHG Emissions

• Climate Risk

Environmental 
Risk

• Environmental 
Compliance

Environmental 
Opportunities

• Environmental 
Opportunities

• Environmental 
Certifications

Human 
Capital

• Labor Relations

• Health & Safety

• Training & Education

• Diversity & Inclusion

• Human Rights Abuses

Product & 
Service

• Cyber Risk

• Product Management

Customer 
Engagement

• Products & Services

• Data Privacy

Community 
Engagement

• Corporate 
Philanthropy

• Community 
Engagement

Supplier 
Engagement 

• Supplier Engagement

Certifications
• Social-Related 

Certifications

Corporate 
Governance

• Business Ethics

• Board Accountability

• Shareholder Rights

• Business 
Transparency

Corporate 
Behaviors

• Corporate 
Compliance 
Behaviors

• Government Related 
Certifications

• Management of Legal 
& Regulatory 
Requirements

Business 
Resiliency

• Business Stability & 
Resilience



ONBOARDING

Identify ESG performance for all new 
third-parties

RFP & AWARDING

Account for ESG credentials as part of the 
selection criteria when issuing RFPs

CONTRACTING

Identify ESG performance as a contract 
condition

ORDERING

Include ESG considerations into 
ordering products or services

RISK MANAGEMENT

Monitor third-party sustainability performance 
with automated API integration

INTEGRATING SUSTAINABILITY 
INTO THE PROCUREMENT PROCESS



1

2

3

GET A FREE 
ASSESSMENT

ESG Intel l igence

D&B ESG Intelligence delivers AI-driven data and analytics built from 

the Dun & Bradstreet Data Cloud and established sustainability 

standards to help companies manage risk.

Visualize your suppliers with a summary 

of your portfolio’s ESG performance 

broken down by SASB category

Benchmark your supplier’s ESG Rankings 

against industry averages to help develop 

ESG goals that deliver profitability and risk 

avoidance

See a breakdown of ESG Rankings by topic 

to gain a deeper understanding of specific 

environmental, social, and governance areas

Come by Stand 89 – Free Assessment



Q    A
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makeuk.org/defence
© Make UK Defence 

Manufacturing is 
at the heart of 
Britain’s 
economic 
recovery

The defence sector plays a 
significant contribution to our 
economy



makeuk.org/defence
© Make UK Defence 

Defence manufacturers will play a key role 
in supporting Government’s ambitions

Defence Manufacturing Survey 2021

• Three quarters (72%) agree the defence sector will play a 
crucial role in the Government’s ambition to ‘level up’

• Two-thirds (68%) agree the adoption of digital technology is 
already a reality in their business

• Three-quarters agree their business is taking action to create a 
diverse and inclusive workforce

• However, defence companies are taking slower action on 
net zero with 3 in 10 taking no action and half still 
evaluating options before implementing a net zero strategy



makeuk.org/defence
© Make UK Defence 

There are many opportunities for the 
defence sector in the next five years

0.0% 5.0% 10.0% 15.0% 20.0% 25.0% 30.0% 35.0% 40.0%

Other

3D printing and additive manufacturing

Artificial intelligence, virtual reality, augmented
Reality, synthetic environments

Defence infrastructure projects

 Trading with new countries

 Clean energy (i.e., alternative propulsion
systems in Land, Sea and Air domains)

Autonomous robotics, vehicles

 Traditional sector consolidation/expansion

• Expansion

• Digital 

technologies

• Infrastructure

• Trade

Defence Manufacturing Survey 2021



makeuk.org/defence
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However, defence manufacturers will also 
face challenges

0.0% 10.0% 20.0% 30.0% 40.0% 50.0% 60.0% 70.0%

 Other, please state

Increasing emergence of ‘home grown’ defence 
industries (e.g., Japan, Korea, Indonesia, Middle East 

and perhaps the EU etc)

Current UK political and financial commitment to
defence reduces

 Barriers to entry continuing to increase in complexity
and cost

Increasing dominance of the big primes reducing
market access for SMEs and mid-tiers

Defence Manufacturing Survey 2021



makeuk.org/defence
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Roundtable feedback: opportunities come 
with challenges

Further digitising is an 

opportunity to become more 

productive and efficient  but 

that comes with a challenge 

which is skills

Becoming greener can be an opportunity (winning 
new contracts) along with a barrier (cost associated)

Clean energy/becoming 

green will be a challenge -

primes are more interested 

in working with SMEs that 

are green

AI/VR are opportunities to 

differentiate yourself, 

cheaper and more 

competitive 3rd countries 

make it harder to win 

international contracts, 

Funding for SMEs

SMEs when working within 

complex supply chains with 

big primes face challenges 

around payment terms
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Exporting into new markets and winning 
procurement contracts remains difficult

Defence Manufacturing Survey 2021

0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0 70.0 80.0 90.0 100.0

Exporting into new markets

Winning procurement
contracts

Accessing finance

Retaining talent

Recruiting talent

Very easy Somewhat easy Somewhat difficult Very difficult
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Export challenges are acute in the defence 
sector

Defence Manufacturing Survey 2021

42.4%

38.4%

28.3%

17.2%

0.0%

5.0%

10.0%

15.0%

20.0%

25.0%

30.0%

35.0%

40.0%

45.0%

Delays or frustrations with current UK
Government Export Control approval

process

Introduction / imposition of non UK 
standards / regulations on UK Defence 
Supply Chain by overseas Primes and 
buying organisations such as NATO’s 

OCCAR Buying Organisation

 Other No barriers (exclusive)
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Roundtable feedback: exporting is not easy

Funding export is difficult the 

government also stopped 

funding which supported 

SMEs visiting overseas 

tradeshows which helped 

identify new 

markets/opportunities

Exporting is too expensive and a long 
process for SMEs 

There are admin 

barriers and too 

much paperwork for 

an SME

Cyber Security is becoming 

even more important when 

looking to export 

Can spend a lot of time, effort 

and money building a 

relationship with the US but in 

the end it’s not going 

anywhere because American 

companies will buy from 

American companies

US is a difficult 

market to get 

involved in 
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Action will be needed to fulfil the new 
social value requirements

Defence Manufacturing Survey 2021

A third (34%) of defence manufacturers are not aware of the new requirements, but 6 
in 10 are looking to understand what they mean for their business

62.0%

21.0%

9.0%

3.0%

31.0%

5.0%

0.0%

10.0%

20.0%

30.0%

40.0%

50.0%

60.0%

70.0%

Understanding what social
values mean for our

business

Understanding what social
value means for our

suppliers

Ensuring that social values
are embedded in our

investment programme

Ensuring that social values 
are embedded within our 

suppliers’ investment 
programme

 My business is not doing
anything (exclusive)

 Other
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Defence manufacturers have continued to 
invest in the past two years…

Defence Manufacturing Survey 2021

Two-thirds have invested in apprenticeships

The majority (93%) have invested in wider training programmes

Over three-quarters (78%) have invested in cyber security

8 in 10 have invested in plant and machinery 

7 in 10 have invested in digital technologies

Almost half (46%) have invested in green technologies



makeuk.org/defence
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and taken further action to protect or grow 
their businesses

Defence Manufacturing Survey 2021

15% have achieved growth through acquisition

Two-thirds (65%) have restructured current operations

Half (52%) have accessed further finance

Three-quarters have expanded on new product 
development
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Defence manufacturers are also building 
supply chain resilience

Defence Manufacturing Survey 2021

0.0% 10.0% 20.0% 30.0% 40.0% 50.0%

 Other

No action taken (exclusive)

 Sharing my company's strategic objectives and plans
with its supply chain

Increasing R&D spending on seeking alternative
manufacturing techniques / new technology e.g.,…

 Working with my company's suppliers to actively
improve their performance

Seeking alternative markets away from defence to
reduce exposure to downturn in defence spending

Supply chain 

monitoring: 57% of 

defence manufacturers 

monitor their suppliers 

and relies on them to 

monitor their suppliers
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The benefits of MOD and/or Primes reducing 
requirements to retain IP

Defence Manufacturing Survey 2021

0.0% 10.0% 20.0% 30.0% 40.0% 50.0% 60.0%

 Encouragement of private investment in R&D

 Greater potential for exports

Greater potential to exploit IP in the civil market

Reduced barriers to entry

A quarter (24%) of 

defence manufacturers 

saw no benefits
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The impact of reducing onerous DEFCONs  
e.g. limited liability 

Defence Manufacturing Survey 2021

0.0%

10.0%

20.0%

30.0%

40.0%

50.0%

60.0%

70.0%

Reduction in price  Greater selection of
suppliers in supply

chain

 Reduced barriers to
entry

Reduced
commercial risk

Almost a quarter (23%) 

of defence 

manufacturers saw no 

benefits
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Roundtable feedback: Government support?

UK government investing 

into technology always 

sounds good but the skills 

don’t come through 

Skills boot camp is a government 
scheme… employment lead cluster 
training people in skills boot camp. 8 
week programme getting students or 
unemployed individuals ready for the 

shop floor”

Barriers do come up with export but 

SMEs just need the help and 

guidance as it is not as big of a 

challenge as it seems 

Can’t always finance to 

bring in new people… 

funding for this is a huge 

problem

Export licence delays cause 

major issues – need to speed 

them up
Funding models are 

preventing proper 

engagements with 

SMEs 

The government has now 

stopped TAP funding which 

supported companies visiting 

overseas tradeshows 
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Andrew Kinniburgh, Director-General

07585 900744 / abkinniburgh@makeuk.org

Kelly Maddison (North / devolved nations), Area Director

07767 293974 / kmaddison@makeuk.org

James Watson (Midlands / South, Area Director

07787 280283 / jwatson@makeuk.org

General enquiries:  defence@makeuk.org

mailto:abkinniburgh@makeuk.org
mailto:kmaddison@makeuk.org
mailto:jwatson@makeuk.org
mailto:defence@makeuk.org




Sustainability and Net-Zero in the Defence Supply Chain



MoD Net-Zero Strategy

69

View everything with 
a ‘Climate Lens’

Set carbon targets 
across Defence

Green energy 
transition

Adopt circular 
economy principles

Net-Zero building 
standards

Nature and biodiversity 
enhancement

Behaviour and 
systemic change

Research and 
development



Carbon Reduction Plans
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Public Contracts Regulations 2015 - Excess of £5 million per annum

Make a public commitment to reduce emissions to achieve Net-Zero by 2050

Must complete a Carbon Reduction Plan in line with Government guidance

Disclose publicly in a prominent location on website homepage

Must report annually – within six months of financial year-end

Current carbon emissions

 Trend analysis

Progress towards targets



What does a Carbon Reduction Plan include?

71

Mandatory

 Scope 1 emissions (directly combustible fuels – natural gas, petrol, diesel, gas oil etc.)

 Scope 2 emissions (purchased electricity or district heating)

 Scope 3 emissions (indirect emissions from supply chain)

 Transport of products purchased by the company

 Transport of products sold by company

Waste generation, treatment or disposal methods

Business travel (mileage, trains, flights, rental cars, taxis)

 Employee commuting (home working optional but encouraged)

Materiality thresholds do not apply

If you quantify emissions to prove they can be excluded

….then you might as well include them



Net-Zero Throughout the Supply Chain
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Company A 
Public Contract >£5m annually

Report Scope 1 &2 Emissions
From estate, vehicle fleet and processes

Company B 
Tier 1 Supplier - Haulage

Company C
Tier 1 Supplier – Waste 

Request Scope 3 emissions data from 
your key suppliers

Ministry of Defence

Company D 
Tier 2 Supplier

Company E 
Tier 2 Supplier

Who in-turn request emissions data 
from their suppliers



Case Study
Net-Zero Strategy
MoD Logistics Contract



Key Challenges

74

• Operating from DIO owned and managed buildings

• Many buildings 60+ years old – asbestos, construction techniques

• Shared infrastructure – aging district heating systems

• Limited electricity submetering – often only site-wide data available

• Engagement needed with DIO

• Engagement needed with other neighbouring tenants

• Several partners and stakeholders

• All reporting corporate emissions separately

• Ensure consistency of reporting 



Carbon Footprint
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44%

1%

22%

20%

2% 5%

1%

5%
 Natural Gas

 Gas Oil

 Transport

 Electricity

 Water

 Procurement

 Waste

 Well-to-Tank



Carbon Footprint
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19,780
tonnes

2.5% of 
all Defence GHG 
emissions



Key Findings – Achievements to Date
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• Achieved Zero Waste to Landfill

• Recycling rates up from 17% to 55% - Less reliance on incineration

• Logistics fleet – 6% reduction in CO2e/mile

• Packaging emissions down by 54%. 

• Paper consumption down by 4%

• Overall GHG emissions for the contract reduced by 6% 

GHG Intensity Ratio 2018-19 2019-20
+/- % from 

previous year

Revenue (tCO2e per £m) 100.76 83.55  17 %

Employee (tCO2e per FTE employee) 13.91 12.23  12 %



Key Recommendations



Key Recommendations
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accelerate CO2 savings
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Net-Zero Roadmap
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Renewable Energy Tariffs 
(REGOs & PPAs)

Smart Metering & BMS

Telematics

Rail FreightElectric Light Fleet

Hydrogen Heavy Fleet

Energy Efficiency
On-Site Renewable Energy Carbon Offset Carbon Sequestration



Net-Zero Plan 2028



Net-Zero Plan
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MOD Industry Security

5th October 2021

Chris Baker
Industry Security Policy Lead – MOD Industry Security Assurance Centre

Phil Blunden
Supply Chain Cyber Security Engagement Manager



• Personnel Security

• Physical & Infrastructure Security

• Foreign Ownership, Control & Influence

• Links to Organised Crime

• Incident Management

• Cyber Security Model Process

• Supply Chain Security and the Cyber Resilience Centre

Topics



• Currently there are three levels of National Security Vetting (NSV) :

▪ Counter Terrorist Check (CTC)

▪ Security Clearance (SC)

▪ Developed Vetting (DV)

• For MOD supporting contracts vetting services are provided by UK Security Vetting (UKSV) an agency of the 

Cabinet Office.

• Clearances are issued in support of a specific requirement and cannot be done ‘on-spec’.

• Sponsorship has previously been limited to MOD Contracting Authorities or Facility Security Clearance (FSC) 

holding entities.

• This is changing!

Personnel Security



• Industry Personnel Security Assurance (IPSA), known as List V during development, is an assurance framework 

for personnel security in industry.

• It will allow IPSA accredited companies the ability to sponsor clearances, if they are in support of a MOD 

contract.

• It will help us ensure that individuals who have undertaken (NSV) are effectively managed and provided with the 

same degree of aftercare as vetted staff in HMG. 

• The assurance process assesses an organisation’s ability to effectively manage personnel security, in particular 

how companies provide aftercare for those staff that require NSV.

• Embodied in Government Functional Standard 007 (GS007) (formerly the SPF).

• It will form an integral part of the Facility Security Clearance (FSC) process (formerly List X).

• Unlike an FSC, it does not depend on the holding of classified material.

What is IPSA?



What will we be assessing?



• For Defence Industry infrastructure, including offices, factories and work-shops, there is no specified physical 

security standard unless that infrastructure provides protection for Government assets classified at Secret or 

above, or is a direct dependency for a Defence Task..

• Where Industry infrastructure provides protection for assets classified at Secret or above, the Facility must be 

cleared under the MOD Facility Security Clearance (FSC) process, previously known as List X.

• Firearms and Explosives are subject to licencing in the Industry sector. This is between the company and the 

relevant licencing authority, not the contracting authority. However, contracting authorities will ensure that 

licences are in place before handing such material over.

• Defence contracting authorities may seek to specify additional standards within contracts, such as ISO 

standards for anything from quality or risk management through to security and resilience. However, assurance 

against such standards is not provided by MOD Industry security teams. Where assurance is required, this will 

need to be sought from suitably certified commercial providers.

Physical & Infrastructure Security



• Foreign ownership of a company is not a barrier to bidding for or holding a contract with MOD.

• The level of FOCI will be assessed during the tender process.

• If a higher degree of security is required due to the classification of the material held it will be assessed 

according to GS007.

• Depending on the nature of the contract, companies being assessed for an FSC will be expected to have as a 

minimum a 50% British National Board. This ratio can be higher dependant on the contract.

• Under IPSA and FSC a Board Level Contact must be identified who must be a UK resident British national who 

must also successfully undertake the NSV process. They will be responsible for setting the strategic security 

direction of the company to ensure the safety of UK assets and capabilities.

• Companies going through the FSC and IPSA process will be subject to checks that ensure that there is no 

linkage to hostile state actors. These checks will be re-done should the company be taken over or merges with a 

foreign entity before novation of contracts is approved.

Foreign Ownership, Control & Influence (FOCI)



• From later this year checks will be made with the National Crime Agency (NCA) on all companies undertaking 

the FSC and IPSA process.

• Each company will be checked to ensure there are no linkages or penetration by serious and organised crime 

groups or elements.

• Positive indicators may mean further investigations by Government Agencies.

Links to Organised Crime



For more information on IPSA contact:

isac-group@mod.gov.uk

For more information on FSC or other security questions:

despsya-securityadvicecentre@mod.gov.uk

mailto:Isac-group@mod.gov.uk
mailto:despsya-securityadvicecentre@mod.gov.uk


If Accepted
Non-Compliant?

THE CYBER SECURITY MODEL PROCESS

Risk Assessment
Supplier Assurance 

Questionnaire
Contract Awarded Review Stage

Cyber

Implementation

Plan

Compliant?

Supplier Selection

Obtain Contract

Cyber Risk Profile

New Contract Requirement

Inform Prospective 

Bidders



MOD Supply Chain Security and the Cyber Resilience Centres

• Police branded organisation supporting SMEs

• Free core membership option includes the 

NCSC Cyber Toolkit support

• Support to gaining Cyber Essentials 

certification

• …using local expertise

• Meets Cyber Security Model requirements

• Cyber security – best practice

• Be cyber resilient

• https://www.brimcentre.com/network

https://www.brimcentre.com/network


Additional information

Additional information

DCPP landing page:

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/defence-cyber-protection-

partnership

(or Gov.uk and search for DCPP)

LinkedIn Group

https://www.linkedin.com/groups/8351197

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/defence-cyber-protection-partnership
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/8351197


Questions





Martin Lee

September 2021

Focus on UK Space
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Content• Space Value Chain by Airbus

• Emerging Space Sectors

• Open Innovation

• Our Hot Spots

• UK Space Pipeline

• Supplier Opportunities

• Q&A
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End to end space systems Telecommunications Earth Observation Payloads & Instruments 

Ground Segments Launchers & in orbit services  Manned Space Flight Space Exploration and Science

Space Equipment Geospatial Services Digital Applications Navigation

The complete 
space value 
chain by Airbus

• No. 1 space 
company in Europe

• No. 2 space 
company worldwide

• The only European 
company that 
covers the whole 
range of civil and 
defence space 
systems and 
services

SPACE!

A very broad, diverse and innovative sector
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Some 
Emerging 
Space 
Sectors

Frequent/Persistent Imaging
• Markets: security, analytics, B2C

• Tech: LEO Constellation, HAPS synergy, breakthrough imaging, optical data 

links, real-time tasking, data fusion (Sar/Optical/Open), machine learning and 

intelligent systems (big data)

Broadband Satcom Constellations 
• Markets: Personal comms on the move: cars, planes, cruise ships, people 

... 

• Tech: 5G integration, LEO constellation, GEO VHTS, steerable low 

cost/high performance terminals

Tracking/Tracing/Monitoring/Controlling -> Internet of Things
• Markets: planes (ADS-B ng), ships (S-AIS ng), trains, cars, tourists, workers, 

soldiers, assets, livestock, wildlife ..

• Tech:  LEO constellation, space data links, low cost/low power/very small 

omni terminals

In-Orbit Services

• Markets: Life extension, Transport (space tug), Manufacture, 

Disposal, Repurposing

• Tech: Robotics, guidance (closed loop, vision based), control, 

Revolution in Space Design & Manufacturing

• Unprecedented production rate of up to 15 satellites per week,

• unprecedented number of equipments

• Unique aspect of scale: mass production at low satellite cost target

Requiring a new mindset in 

design, supply and 

production:

➢ Design to cost

➢ Design to manufacture

➢ Mass equipment supply

➢ New approach for 

production and test 

processes

➢ Quicker to market 



Targeted 
Innovation
Innovation “The process of 
translating an idea or invention 
into a product or service that 
creates value or for which 
customers will pay”

➢ Involves application of 

information, imagination and 

initiative and needs to be 

constantly provoked in all 

aspects of the supply chain

➢ Satisfies needs or expectations 

of customers

➢ Creates competitive 

advantage and long lasting 

value creation
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Innovative 

SME and 

Start-ups

Tier 1-2 

Suppliers

ENS Programmes (long slow burn) >20% R&D

Telecoms Programmes (short burn) <20% R&D

IDEA CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT PROSPECTIVESALES

Contract

Proposal

PROGRAM

Airbus R&T

T

R

L

1

T

R

L

2

T

R

L

3

TRL 4-5-6

Functional Verification and 

Demonstration in Simulated 

Environment

TRL 7-8-9 

New Market

New Customer        

Requirements

Business Innovation

Institutional Requirements

and Funds £ € $

Airbus Requirements

and Funds €

- Open 
innovation

- Enabling or 
Disruptive 
technologies

- Technology 
mining

Advanced 

Concepts

Airbus R&D

Robotic Manufacturing

Additive Manufacturing

Digital Engineering –

Twins/Models

Hyperspectral Imaging

Microwave Sounding

Synthetic Aperture Radar

Thermal control equipment 

for satellites

Space robotics components

Real-Time Software

Space Qualified Mechanisms

Electrical Ground Support 

Equipment

Bearings

Precision Machining

Precision Gears

PCBs

Satellite Propulsion

Propellant Tanks

Advanced lightweight structural 

materials

In Orbit Demonstration

Photonics

Antennas and Modems

Reaction Wheels

Quantum Secure 

Communications

Positioning/Nav Technologies

Microwave RF Equipment

Digital On-Board Processors

Graphene- based electrionic

devices

Graphene-based thermal 

control materials

Amplifiers

Vacuum Brazing

Electronics Packaging

UK R&T&D Team engaged with 74 companies



The UK’s space industry champion Airbus, has teamed with KBR, Leidos

UK, Northrop Grumman and QinetiQ to bring new thinking to future space 

• We are a diverse and experienced team, made of leaders in defence and space services. 

• We understand how to work with SME’s to deliver disruptive technology to greatest 

operational advantage.

• We have a proven track records of modernising defence services, the consortium partners 

already engage with many SMEs to serve government and commercial customers.

Open 
Innovation 
Space -
Airbus

https://securecommunications.airbus.com/en/landings/open-innovation-space

To hear more about the UK’s future space solutions, register your 

company’s interest in working with the consortium. Contact us to join the 

journey to bring greater innovation and grow the UK’s space capability and 

industrial expertise!

To hear more join our team at the next DPRTE session at 10:15 today 

The power of partnerships and harnessing a vibrant and collaborative 

supply chain
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Our 
Hots 
Spots

Niche  capabilities

(Innovative, emergent

and disruptive 

technologies, evolutionary)

Competitiveness

In a 

Global market with 

Unrestricted exportability

Operational 

Effectiveness

(Capacity, timeliness

and performance,

Digital) 

Cyber Security

in the

Supply Chain

(Keep Airbus Safe)

Code of Conduct

(Social and 

Environmental 

responsibility) - reduced 

environmental impact

Value Engineering

(fitness for purpose, 

no expensive bells 

and whistles – cost 

optimisation)

Collaborative 

with a Proven 

Capability

Self sufficient and 

sustainable

With adaptive, agile 

and resilient supply 

chains

Transparent 

and challenging

> Collective 

Intelligence
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Supply Chain of the Future

NOW

• Collaborative and 

competitive

• Innovative, disruptive, 

evolutionary

• Transparent and 

challenging

• Reduced environmental 

impact

• Unrestricted 

exportability

• Digital

• Self sufficient and 

sustainable
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August 2017 Corporate Presentation

Cyber 
Security 

Cyber security now an essential part of daily business
• Criminal activity is becoming more frequent and more sophisticated

• 81% of large organizations  have reported a security breach 

• 60% of small organizations have reported a security breach 

• 70% of organzsations keep their worst security incidents under wraps 

• 7% of the worst security breaches are partly caused by senior management 

giving insufficient priority to security 

109
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Airbus supplier 

selection will 

consider your 

cyber security

Protect Airbus 

our Supply 

Chain and our 

Customers



UK Space 
Pipeline

• UK National Space Strategy

• Space Based Positioning, Navigation and Timing Programme

• National Space Technology Programme

• National Space Innovation Programme

• International Partnership Programme

• General Support Technology Programme

• UK’s satellite launch programme

• ESA Technology Harmonisation

• Ariel, L5 / Lagrange, TRUTHS, ROSE-L

• Skynet Enduring Capability 

• SERAPIS

• Oneweb Gen 2.0

• Artemis

• Mars Rover Return
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Opportunities 
to Explore 
Together

111
General
• Materials - High strength, low weight, low environmental impact and parts with controlled mechanical 

and thermal properties

• Non-GPS navigation solutions; (in particular if self-contained, small and low power).

• Optical communications equipment and components

• Robots in manufacturing; Cobots, smart tools, automatic inspection, auto guided vehicles

• Autonomous ground systems for complex operations, large constellations, software/data defined 

network management

• Affordable Abundant Power: acceptable, reliable and affordable energy generation, storage and 

distribution; regenerative, rechargeable, one-shot

Space Flight
• Radio Frequency (RF) & Microwave Communication Equipment

• Asset tracking; comprehensive vehicle tracking

• Active flat panel array antennas, active switch matrices, beamformers, high efficiency GaN MMIC

• On-board processing / computing / software defined radio for high throughput applications

• Swarm technology; Spatial awareness, collision avoidance systems, connected fleets

• Sensor Technologies;

• Robotics and autonomy in space

Digital Technologies
• Computer Perception; Automating the understanding of digital images & video

• Pattern Recognition; Automating the discovery of abnormalities in expected patterns

• Autonomy & Intelligent Agents; Multi-agent deep reinforcement learning

• Advanced Optimisation & Decision Support; Increase efficiency of existing processes via AI 

• Natural Language Understanding & Processing; computers to understand and process languages
• Artificial Intelligence of Things (AIoT); AI enabled hardware and computing on edge
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